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Summary.. From a set of 10 times of maximum light of the 13.2min putsational
lightt curve of the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr (derived from optical observationss covering the period 1980-86) we find that the white dwarf rotation period
increasess on a time-scale
V1223Sgr is the fifth intermediatee polar for which a change of the white dwarf spin rate has been measured.
Usingg observed estimates of the mass accretion rate and an approximate descriptionn of the dimensionless function n(« s ), appearing in accretion torque models for
magneticc accreting compact objects, we derive estimates of the white dwarf
magneticc fields for these five intermediate polars. We find that for some of these
systemss the white dwarf spin rate is not close to its equilibrium value. We suggest
thatt the rather rapid spin-up and spin-down time-scales, observed for intermediatee polars, are the result of substantial variations in the mass accretion rate on
time-scaless less than 105—106 yr.

11 Introduction
Thee X-ray source 4U1849-31 is one of the 13 presently known intermediate polars (for recent
reviewss of these systems, see Warner 1983, 1985; Watson 1986). The optical identification of
4U1849-311 with the variable star V1223 Sgr (Van Houten 1953) was made by Steiner etal. (1980,
1981).. The system shows optical brightness variations modulated at a period of 13.2 min (Steiner
etet al. 1980,1981) and at its orbital period of 3.4 hr (Warner & Cropper 1984). Medium- and lowenergyy X-rays, detected with EXOSAT, are modulated at a period of 12.3 min, the rotation
periodd of the white dwarf (Osborne et al. 1985). No optical brightness modulations have been
foundd at the X-ray pulse period. The optical pulse period equals the rotation period of the white
dwarff in the reference frame of the binary, i.e. the beat period between the X-ray pulse period
andd the orbital period. The optical pulsations are the result of the reprocessing of X-rays in matter
corotatingg with the binary (Patterson & Price 1981).
Secularr changes of the white dwarf rotation period have been found in four intermediate polars
** Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory, La Silla.
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(DQQ Her: Patterson, Robinson & Nather 1978; EX Hya: Gilliland 1982; Jablonski & Busko 1985;
AcrPsc:: Van Amerongen et al. 1985; H2215-086: Pakull & Beuermann 1987). Models for a
secularr change of the white dwarf rotation period, due to accretion torques exerted through the
whitee dwarf magnetic field, have been described by Lamb & Patterson (1983) and Hameury, King
&& Lasota (1986). (See also Lamb & Melia 1986; King 1986.) The main difference between these
modelss is that in the former the system is assumed to contain an accretion disc, whereas no disc is
formedd according to the latter model (related to a systematic difference in the strength of the
magneticc field of the white dwarf, cf. King, Frank & Ritter 1985). In this paper we report the
detectionn of a secular spin-down of the white dwarf in the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr. The
observations,, and the derivation of the ephemeris for the times of maximum light in the optical
pulsationn light curve, are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the changes of the spin
period,, detected in five intermediate polars, in terms of the above accretion torque models. Our
conclusionss are summarized in Section 4.
22 Observations
Wee observed the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr during seven observing runs (27 nights total)
betweenn 1982 April 16 and 1986 September 27 using the Walraven photometer on the 90-cm light
collectorr at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) (for a short summary of the observations,
seee Table 1). The Walraven photometer provides simultaneous measurements in five pass-bands
(V,B,L,U(V,B,L,U
and W) between 3100 and 6400 A (Rijf, Tinbergen & Walraven 1969; Lub & Pel
1977).. The source was monitored during several hours each night and reduced differentially with
respectt to a local bright blue reference star (CD-31°16111, spectral type A0, V=8.5). A detailed
analysiss of the available data will be presented elsewhere (Van Amerongen et al., in preparation).
Inn the present paper we pay attention to the extraction of accurate times of maximum brightness
inn the optical pulse profile (pulse arrival times).
V12233 Sgr shows considerable variations in the amplitude of the orbital light curve on a timescalee of days. In addition, the amplitudes of the orbital and pulsational modulations are of
comparablee magnitude. In order to derive pulse arrival times we therefore subtracted the orbital
modulationss from the data; the orbital contribution was obtained by smoothing of data (using a
runningg mean) obtained in each night. After this correction optical pulse light curves were made
byy folding all data collected in each observing run (these have typical time intervals of several
weeks,, short compared with the overall time-base of the observations).

Tablee 1. Summary of observations of V1223Sgr.
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Figuree 1. Average pulse light curve (Walraven V-band) of the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr, as obtained during nine
nightss in the period 1982 April 16 to May 29. The optical pulse period is
1 s, zero phase has been
arbitrarilyy set at HJD 2445075.0

Thee optical pulse light curves were cross-correlated with a template light curve, which was
obtainedd by folding the data obtained during nine nights in 1982 April/May (see Fig. 1 for the
pulsee profile in the V band). This yielded relative times of maximum light, whose zero point was
sett by the time of maximum light of the template light curve. The arrival times, as obtained for the
fivee pass-bands of the Walraven photometric system, are always equal to within the accuracy of
theirr determination. The estimated accuracy of the arrival times (averaged over the five passbands)) is
2 day
2 cycles).
Inn addition to these seven pulse arrival times, we have used previously published values by
Steinerr et al. (1981, Johnson fi-band photometry), King & Williams (1983, white light photometry),, and Warner & Cropper (1984, white light photometry). We did not use the value given by
Bonnet-Bidaud,, Mouchet & Motch (1982), as its accuracy is much lower than that of the other
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Figuree 2. Residuals O - C (in units of 10~ day) of the pulse arrival times of V1223Sgr with respect to a linear
ephemeris,, obtained from a linear least-squares fit to the arrival times. The curve drawn represents a parabolicfitof
thesee O—C values to the cycle numbers.
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TaMee 2. Arrival times of maximum brightness in optical pulse light curve. /%, pulse=794.38191
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values.. Since the pulse arrival times are independent of wavelength (over the range —3100 to
-64000 A) we can combine arrival times derived from different pass-uands. The difference of the
observedd times of maximum light with respect to the values calculated from a linear ephemeris
showss a clear quadratic dependence on cycle number (see Fig. 2), which implies that the rotation
periodd of the white dwarf changes. The quadratic ephemeris derived from 10 pulse f-rival times
overr 6.0yr (see Table 2), is:
HJD(( r mai )=2445 626.130 67+0.009194 235 05 x N+1.08 x 10"l3 x N2.
11
7
3
Thee quadratic term (equal to PP/2) corresponds to a time-scale of the white dwarf spin-down of
(P/PU={P/P\**(P/PU={P/P\**

x (PpuiSe/Pro,)=(l

>

) x 10* yr,

wheree / r o ,=l/(l/P p u ,«+l/P o r b ). The pulse period (794.38191
-11
ephemeris)) increases in time by
s s _ l or

s as given above in the
_l
.

33 Discussion
3.11 SECULAR CHANGE OF EQUILIBRIUM SPIN PERIOD

V12233 Sgr is the fifth intermediate polar for which a change of the white dwarf rotation rate has
beenn established. In three of these systems (DQ Her, EX Hya and AO Psc) the white dwarf spins
up;; in H2215-086 and V1223 Sgr the white dwarf spins down. The observed spin-up/spin-down
time-scales,, | P/P\, in these five systems range between 4x 105 and 4x lO'yr (see Table 3).
Accordingg to the model of Ghosh & Lamb (1979), which in various forms has been used to
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describee the spin behaviour of accreting magnetized stars and white dwarfs, the rate of change of
thee spin rate Q is given by
IQ=M(GMrIQ=M(GMrmmy*n(a>y*n(a>ss).).
Heree I is the amount of inertia of the accreting star, M is the mass of the accreting star, M is the
masss accretion rate; rm is equal to a (model-dependent) fraction ƒ of a magnetospheric radius r„:
rrmm=fr=frMM=(2.660=(2.660 x 1010 cm)ffii%M T^m^.
/*33»» -^16» and m are the magnetic moment of the white dwarf, the mass accretion rate, and the
whitee dwarf mass in units of lO^Gcm 3 , 10 16 gs _1 , and one solar mass, respectively; n(o/5) is a
dimensionlesss function of the ratio, w„ of the white dwarf spin rate Q to the Kepler frequency at
thee radial distance rm:
ft>ft>ss=Q/Q=Q/QKK(r(rmm). ).

Thee factor ƒ accounts for the somewhat different estimates of the magnetospheric radius, related
too the question of whether or not an accretion disc is formed in intermediate polars. Lamb &
Pattersonn (1983) assume that an accretion disc is formed, and apply the model of Ghosh & Lamb
(1979),, with /=0.63. According to Hameury, King & Lasota (1986) accretion discs are not
presentt in intermediate polars; in their description ƒ=0.37.
Iff the white dwarf magnetic field, and the mass accretion rate are constant, the spin rate will
reachh an equilibrium value Q^, given by a critical value (oc of a)s, for which n(*ys)=0:
Q e4 =(U e Q K (r m ). .

Accordingg to current ideas on the evolution of cataclysmic variables, their mass transfer rate is
drivenn by loss of orbital angular momentum due to magnetic braking and gravitational radiation
(Verbuntt & Zwaan 1981; Patterson 1984; Rappaport, Verbunt & Joss 1983); during the evolution
thee orbital period decreases. According to these models, for ^ ^ ^ 3 hr the mass transfer rate M is
positivelyy correlated with the orbital period, and one therefore expects M, and also the
equilibriumm spin period of the white dwarf to show a secular decrease (cf. Rappaport, Verbunt &
Josss 1983).
Usingg the average empirical relation between M and P^, proposed by Patterson (1984):
M = ( 5 . 1 x l 0 - I O M e y r - 1 ) P i 22

(3).

(wheree f,4=^>ort)/4hr) and an approximately linear relation between the mass, M2, of the secondaryy star and the orbital period (Warner 1976)
MM22/M/MQQ=0A52Pt=0A52Pt
onee finds for the time-scale of the secular decrease of Q M a value
eq q

Qc q /« e q =(6xl0 8 yr)P 4 - 2 2 . .
Thee observed spin-down time-scale of V1223 Sgr, and also that of H2215-086 (Pakull & Beuermannn 1987; see Table 3) is smaller by more than two orders of magnitude than this value, and is
thereforee unlikely to be due to the secular evolutionary decrease of Q^,. The observed spin-down
time-scaless of V1223 Sgr and H2215-086 are of the same order of magnitude as the observed
spin-upp time-scales of DQHer, EXHya and AcrPsc, whose spin-up obviously can not be
explainedd by the above evolutionary effect. It is therefore more likely that all observed changes in
whitee dwarf spin rates are due to accretion torques.

Spin-downSpin-down of the white dwarf in V1223
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3 . 22 MAGNETIC FIELDS OF WHITE DWARFS IN INTERMEDIATE POLARS

Followingg the analysis of Henrichs (1983), we will derive an approximate relation between the
whitee dwarf magnetic field and the mass accretion rate from the observed spin-up/spin-down of
intermediatee polars. We approximate the moment of inertia and the mass-radius relation of white
dwarfss (Motz 1952; Hamada & Salpeter 1961) by
7=0.22 MviRlA

(5)

and d
/?9=0.55 mWd' .

(6)
9

Heree R9 is the white dwarf radius in units of 10 cm, and mwd is the white dwarf mass in units of one
solarr mass.
Iff we approximate n(cos) as a linear function of o;,, «(a>s)=a<y5+è, equation (1) transforms into a
linearr relation between Q and Q,
Q=AQ+BQ=AQ+B

(7)

with h
X=-(6.332xx l O - ' S - O / V f S ^ m 0 3 1 4 ,
16

2

B=(1.681xl0- s- )/

I/2

^^Air^m

103

(8)

..

(9)

Thenn Q is an exponential function of time changing from an initial spin rate of the white dwarf,
Q0>> towards the equilibrium spin rate,
Q ( 0 = Q e q - ( Q e q - Q 0 )) exp (-t/zQ)

(10)

wheree Q 0 =Q('=0), and TQ(=—A~1=Qeq/B) is given by
r Q =(2.00xia 6 yr)(//0.5)- 2 (-fl)-V3~3 8/7 Mr 6 3/7 m- 03 " !!

(11)
11

GGeqeq=-B/A=(7.51xlO-^s-=-B/A=(7.51xlO-^s- )(f/0.5)-^b(-a)-%f)(f/0.5)-^b(-a)-%f77M^mM^m
Thee observed spin-up/spin-down time-scales may differ considerably from the above time-scale
r B ,, depending on how far the white dwarf spin rate deviates from equilibrium:
r o b s = Q ( 0 / Q ( 0 = W { [ Q c q / Q ( 0 ] - l ))

(13a)

or r
(QJQ^-l^Jr^.(QJQ^-l^Jr^.

(1

Wee define a parameter Q=Q0tx/£ltq(=<t>Jct)c), and combine equations (11) and (13b) to derive
expressionss for ju and M in terms of the observed values robs and Qobs and the above-defined
parameters/,, a, and b:
// 3 3=L226r obs (10 6 yr)- 1 ' 2 Q obs (10- 2 s- , )- I ' 2 Ö(l-Ö)- I ' 2 (//0.5)- 7/4 & !/2 fl- , m 02 ,,

(14)

M 1 6 =13.61Q o t e (10- 2 s-Xb S (10 6 yr)- 1 Ö- 1 / 3 (l-ö)- , (-ö) l / 3 ^ 4 / 3 '"- 1 2 6 7 --

(15)

Forr a pair of observed values Q and Q, and assumed values for/, a, and b (ƒ=0.63; o = - 4 ; b=l.4
forr the model of Lamb & Patterson (1983), and f=0.31; a= -1; b=1 for the model of Hameury et
al.al. 1986) these two equations describe a relation between M and// (with Q as a parameter). These
relationss are shown in Fig. 3, for the five intermediate polars with observed values of Q, for values
off Q ranging between -~0 and —10. (It should be noted that for the parameters a and b,
appropriatee to the model of Hameury et al. (1986) spin-down of the white dwarf is not expected,
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Figuree 3. Relation between the magnetic moment// (Gem3) and the mass accretion rate M (MGyr_1) for (a) the
intermediatee polar EX Hya; (b) V1223 Sgr; (c) AO Psc; (d) H2215-086; and (e) DQ Her, as inferred from observed
spinn rate and rate of change of this spin rate. The curves drawn are obtained from solutions for// (equation 14) and M
(equationn 15) as a function of the parameter Q=Q/Q eq . The left and lower scales are for values of the parameters/, a,
andd b following the accretion torque model of Lamb & Patterson (1983), the right and upper scales for the model of
Hameuryy «a/. (1986). The dashed lines mark the observed range of M (for details see text, Section 3.2). The ranges
oi/Aoi/A from the overlapping regions of solutions of (/j, M) and observed values of M, are given in Table 3 for both
scenarios. .

Spin-downSpin-down of the white dwarf in V1223
ass this can only occur if rm exceeds the corotation radius, and accretion is then expected to be
inhibitedd or strongly reduced by centrifugal expulsion of matter. However, we have still used
theirr parameters in the analysis of the down-spinning systems to obtain a conservative estimate of
thee range of white dwarf magnetic fields.)
Intermediatee polars with white dwarfs spinning very close to equilibrium are located on the
branchh in the upper right corner of the fi-M diagram. Systems, deviating substantially from
equilibrium,, with up-spinning white dwarfs appear on the upper branch on the left-hand side of
thee diagram, those with down-spinning white dwarfs on the lower branch on the right-hand side.
Thee fi-M diagrams for the five intermediate polars have scales corresponding to the two sets of
parameterss (ƒ, a, b) given above and for a white dwarf mass m=1 (Af©). If a white dwarf mass of
0.55 MQ is used the log ft scales change by -0.06 and the log M scales by +0.38.
Thee log M scales for the two sets of values (ƒ, a, b) are very similar, whereas the log // scales
differr by about one order of magnitude (the lower value applies to the model of Lamb & Patterson
(1983),, which includes accretion torques from an accretion disc).
Fromm the ft-M diagrams shown in Fig. 3 it appears that a pair of observed values of Q and Q
providess a lower limit on M if the white dwarf is spinning up (at 0 = 0 2 5 ) , and a lower limit to/u if
thee white dwarf is spinning down (at 0 = 2 ) .
Byy combining the relation between fi and M, shown in Fig. 3, with (admittedly not very
accurate)) observational estimates of M we can constrain the magnetic field of the white dwarf.
Thee estimated ranges of M (Patterson 1984; Mouchet 1983; see Table 3), indicated in Fig, 3, take
intoo account an estimated uncertainty of
4 in log M (Patterson 1984). We note that for all five
systemss these observed estimates of M are consistent with the (//, M) relations derived above
fromm the observed Q and Q. The corresponding ranges of ft, Q, and ra are listed in Table 3.
Thee results in this table confirm the previous finding (Hameury et al. 1986) that the magnetic
dipolee moment //, inferred from the spin behaviour of an accreting white dwarf, depends quite
stronglyy on the adopted parameters (ƒ, o, and b; see above) of the accretion torque model. In
particular,, for the model proposed by Lamb & Patterson (1983) the values of/4 axe about an order
off magnitude less than for the model of Hameury et al. (1986). Furthermore, from Table 3 it
appearss that: (i) for a given accretion torque model the range in magnetic dipole moment of the
whitee dwarfs in intermediate polars may be quite large; (ii) the rotation rate of the white dwarfs in
somee intermediate polars deviates substantially from its equilibrium value.

3 . 33 VARIATIONS OF THE MASS ACCRETION RATE

Iff we assume that the white dwarf magnetic field is constant (see, however, King 1985) the only
plausiblee explanation for the observed changes of the white dwarf spin rates in intermediate
polarss (and, inferred from these changes, the deviations from equilibrium rotation) would seem
too be changes in the mass accretion rate M in these systems (see Verbunt 1984).
Thee linear approximation to n(ö>s) used in Section 3.2 allows us to relate the characteristic timescalee of these changes in M to the observed spin-up/spin-dowh times r ^ . In order to make an
approximatee estimate of this time-scale we describe the history of M as a series of time intervals
duringg which M is constant, with sudden jumps in M at the edges of these intervals. The real
historyy of M is undoubtedly more complex; however, in view of the limited information available
onn the white dwarf spin histories (consisting of a small number of 'snapshots') we feel that a more
complexx description of the history of M is presently unwarranted.
Duringg each of these time intervals the ratio Q=Q/Qtq depends on the time Af (since the last
jumpp in M) according to (see equation 10)
ö=l-(l-Qo)exp(-r))
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wheree Q0=Q(At=0), and T=At/rQ. An estimate of Tcan be made, once an initial value of Q0has
beenn chosen, since Q and rQ have been constrained by the above interpretation of the observed
valuess of Q, Q, and tit (see Section 3.2). Using generous ranges for Q0 between 0 and < 1.0 for
upspinningg systems, and between >1.0 and 10 for downspinning systems, we find upper limits for
thee five intervals At, as given in Table 3.
Thesee results, which are admittedly not very accurate (in view of the approximations used in
bothh the accretion torque model, and in the description of the history of M), indicate that the
characteristicc time-scale on which substantial changes of M occur, are less than 105-106yr.
Inn the framework of presently accepted ideas on the evolution of cataclysmic variables (Verbuntt & Zwaan 1981; Rappaport et al. 1983; Patterson 1984) the rate of mass transfer is expected
too depend on the orbital period, but is independent of the properties of the white dwarf (in
particularr its magnetic field). As a consequence, one would expect that the substantial variations
inn M on a time-scale less than 105-106yr occur not only in the intermediate polars, but in all
cataclysmicc variables. This would, at least in part, account for the large range in observed values
off M of individual systems at a given value of the orbital period (Patterson 1984). It alleviates, if
nott removes, the need for an intrinsic property of the secondary star which, together with the
orbitall period, determines M (cf. Verbunt 1984; Van Paradijs 1986; Czerny & King 1986).
Wee are unable to propose a mechanism, operating in the secondary, that could produce large
variationss in M on the required time-scale of less than lOMC^yr. In particular, the thermal timescalee of the convective zone of the secondary stars in cataclysmic variables (which is a basic
ingredientt in at least some models of magnetic braking, see e.g. Spruit & Ritter 1983) is much
largerr than 10*yr.
AA possible mechanism, which may lead to states of high and low M, has recently been proposed
byy Shara et al. (1986). According to their analysis most or all cataclysmic variables undergo
classicall nova explosions at intervals of 10 4 -10 6 yr, after which they become slightly detached
systemss which experience a long interval of very low mass transfer rates. (They are then not
recognizedd as a cataclysmic variable.) This scenario leaves room for the detection of cataclysmic
variabless during different stages in this 'on-off'' cycle, at very different values of M.
Wee note that a potential test of the model of Shara et al. (1986) is afforded by a comparison of
thee (M, Porb) relation of cataclysmic variables and of low-mass X-ray binaries. If their model is
correctt one might expect the scatter around the average (M, POTb) relation to be much reduced in
thee low-mass X-ray binaries (as compared to the cataclysmic variables), as no significant mass loss
occurss during the equivalent of the classical nova explosions in these systems (i.e. X-ray bursts).

44 Conclusions
Fromm optical pulse timing of the intermediate polar V1223 Sgr we have found that the rotation
6
ratee of the white dwarf in this system slows down on a time-scale of
yr.V1223Sgr is
thee fifth intermediate polar (out of 13 such systems known) for which a change of the white dwarf
rotationn period has been measured. Such changes, which are most probably the result of accretion
torques,, appear to be a common phenomenon.
Usingg observed estimates of the mass accretion rate M, and an approximate description of the
dimensionlesss function n(<ys), appearing in accretion torque models of accreting magnetized
compactt stars, we have derived estimates of the magnetic dipole moments of the white dwarfs in
thesee five intermediate polars. We have found that in some of these systems the white dwarf
rotationn rate is not close to its equilibrium value. The observed spin changes of white dwarfs in
intermediatee polars are most likely the result of substantial variations in the mass accretion rate,
M,, on a time-scale less than lCP-lO^yr. If, as seems plausible, M does not depend on the

Spin-downSpin-down of the white dwarf in V1223
propertiess of the accreting white dwarf, our results imply that such changes in M are a general
characteristicc of all cataclysmic variables. This may explain the large range in observed estimates
off M for cataclysmic variables at a given period (Patterson 1984).
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